




KARGIL VIJAY DIAVS ……

Kargil War  

Part of the Indo-Pakistani wars and conflicts and the Kashmir conflict

❖ Period of  Kargil War : Date3 May – 26 July 1999
(2 months, 3 weeks and 2 days)

❖Location : Kargil district, Jammu and Kashmir, India

❖Result Decisive : Indian victory

❖India regains possession of Kargil

❖Territorial changes  - Status quo ante bellum



Kargil War  : Strength 

INDA PAKISTAN

30,000 5000



Kargil War :Commanders and 
leaders

INDIA PAKISTAN

K. R. Narayanan( President of India) Muhammad Rafiq Tarar( President of Pakistan)

Atal Bihari Vajpayee(Prime Minister of India) Nawaz Sharif(Prime Minister of Pakistan)

Gen Ved Prakash Malik (Chief of the Army Staff) Gen Pervez Musharraf( Chief of the Army Staff)

Lt Gen Chandra Shekhar(Vice Chief of the Army Staff) Lt GenMuhammad Aziz Khan(Chief of the General 
Staff)

ACM Anil Yashwant Tipnis(Chief of the Air Staff) ACM Pervaiz Mehdi Qureshi Chief of the Air Staff)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lieutenant_general


Kargil War :Casualties and losses

Indian official figures Independent figures

527 killed 700 casualties

1,363 wounded Pakistani figures

1 1 Pilot (K Nachiketa) held as prisoner of war 453 killed (Pakistan army claim)

1 fighter jet shot down Other Pakistani claims

1 fighter jet crashed 357 killed and 665+ wounded 
(according to Pervez Musharra)

1 helicopter shot down 2,700–4,000 killed (according to Nawaz Sharif)

Pakistani claims Indian claims

1,600 (as claimed by Musharraf) 737-1,200 casualties1,000+ wounded



Kargil War

❖The Kargil War, also known as the Kargil conflict, was an armed 
conflict between India and Pakistan that took place between May 
and July 1999 in the Kargil district of Kashmir and elsewhere along 
the Line of Control (LOC). In India, the conflict is also referred to 
as Operation Vijay (Hindi: विजय, literally "Victory"), which was the 
name of the Indian operation to clear the Kargil sector.

❖ The Indian Air Force's role in acting jointly with Indian Army ground 
troops during the war was aimed at flushing out regular and irregular 
troops of the Pakistani Army from vacated Indian Positions in 
the Kargil sector along the Line of Control.This particular operation 
was given the code name Operation Safed Sagar (Hindi: ऑपरेशन
सफेद सागर, lit. "Operation White Sea").



Kargil War……..

❖The cause of the war was the infiltration of Pakistani soldiers disguised as
Kashmiri militants into positions on the Indian side of the LOC,[ which
serves as the de facto border between the two states. During the initial
stages of the war, Pakistan blamed the fighting entirely on independent
Kashmiri insurgents, but documents left behind by casualties and later
statements by Pakistan's Prime Minister and Chief of Army Staff showed
involvement of Pakistani paramilitary forces, led by General Ashraf
Rashid The Indian Army later supported by the Indian Air Force, recaptured
a majority of the positions on the Indian side of the LOC infiltrated by the
Pakistani troops and militants. Facing international diplomatic opposition,
the Pakistani forces withdrew from the remaining Indian positions along
the LOC.



Kargil War…..

❖The war is the most recent example of high-altitude warfare in
mountainous terrain, and as such posed significant logistical
problems for the combating sides. It is also the sole instance of
direct, conventional warfare between nuclear states (i.e., those
possessing nuclear weapons). India had conducted its first successful
test in 1974; Pakistan, which had been developing its nuclear
capability in secret since around the same time, conducted its first
known tests in 1998, just two weeks after a second series of tests by
India.



Kargil War Progress

Month 

3 May Pakistani intrusion in Kargil reported by local shepherds.

5 May Indian Army patrol sent up; 5 Indian soldiers captured and 
tortured to death.

9 May Heavy shelling by Pakistan Army damages ammunition 
dump in Kargil.

10 May Infiltrations first noticed in Dras, Kaksar, and Mushkoh
sectors.

Mid-May Indian Army moves in more troops from Kashmir Valley to 
Kargil Sector.

26 May IAF launches air strikes against infiltrators.

27 May Two IAF aircraft one MiG-21 and one MiG-27 were shot 
down by an Anza Mk-II of Pakistan army air defence 
corp; Flt. Lt. Kambampati Nachiketa taken POW.

28 May
IAF MI-17 shot down by Pakistan; four air crew dead.



Kargil War Progress 

1 June Pakistan steps up attacks; shells NH 1

5 June
Indian Army releases documents recovered from three 
Pakistani soldiers indicating Pakistan's involvement.

6 June Indian Army launches major offensive in Kargil.

9 June Indian Army re-captures two key positions in the Batalik
sector.

11 June India releases intercepts of conversation between Pakistan 
Army Chief Gen. Perve Musharraf, while on a visit to China and 
Chief of General Staff Lt. Gen. Aziz Khan in Rawalpindi, as 
proof of Pakistan Army's involvement.

13 June Indian Army secures Tololin in Dras.

15 June U.S. President Bill Clinton, in a telephonic conversation, forced 
Pakistani Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif to pull out from Kargil.

29 June Pakistani army's food and weapons supply line was cut by 
their own Prime Minister so they moved back and Indian Army 
forwarded towards Tiger Hill.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tiger_Hill,_Kargil


Kargil War Progress

2 July Indian Army launches three-pronged attack in Kargil.

4 July Indian Army recaptures Tiger Hill after an 11-hour battle.

5 July Indian Army takes control of Dras. Pakistani PM Nawaz
Sharif announces Pakistan Army's withdrawal from Kargil 
following his meeting with Clinton.

7 July India recaptures Jubar Heights in Batalik.

11 July Pakistan begins pullout; India captures key peaks in Batalik.

14 July Indian Prime Minister Atal Bihari Vajpayee declares 
Operation Vijay a success. Government sets condition for 
talks with Pakistan.

26 July Kargil conflict officially comes to an end. Indian Army 
announces complete eviction of Pakistani intruders.



World opinion 

❖ Pakistan was heavily criticised by other countries for instigating the war, as its paramilitary forces and insurgents had 
crossed the LOC (Line of Control) Pakistan's primary diplomatic response, one of plausible deniability linking the 
incursion to what it officially termed as "Kashmiri freedom fighters, "was in the end not successful. Veteran analysts argued 
that the battle was fought at heights where only seasoned troops could survive, so poorly equipped "freedom fighters" 
would neither have the ability nor the wherewithal to seize land and defend it. Moreover, while the army had initially 
denied the involvement of its troops in the intrusion, two soldiers were awarded the Nishan-E-Haider (Pakistan's highest 
military honour). Another 90 soldiers were also given gallantry awards, most of them posthumously, confirming Pakistan's 
role in the episode. India also released taped phone conversations between the Army Chief and a senior Pakistani general 
where the latter is recorded saying: "the scruff of [the militants] necks is in our hands",although Pakistan dismissed it as a 
"total fabrication". Concurrently, Pakistan made several contradicting statements, confirming its role in Kargil, when it 
defended the incursions saying that the LOC itself was disputed. Pakistan also attempted to internationalise the Kashmir 
issue, by linking the crisis in Kargil to the larger Kashmir conflict, but such a diplomatic stance found few backers on the 
world stage.

❖ As the Indian counter-attacks picked up momentum, Pakistani prime minister Nawaz Sharif flew to meet US President Bill 
Clinton on 4 July to obtain support from the United States. Clinton rebuked Sharif, however, and asked him to use his 
contacts to rein in the militants and withdraw Pakistani soldiers from Indian territory. Clinton would later reveal in his 
autobiography that "Sharif's moves were perplexing" since the Indian Prime Minister had travelled to Lahore to promote 
bilateral talks aimed at resolving the Kashmir problem and "by crossing the Line of Control, Pakistan had wrecked the 
[bilateral] talks".On the other hand, he applauded Indian restraint for not crossing the LOC and escalating the conflict into 
an all-out war.

❖ G8 nations supported India and condemned the Pakistani violation of the LOC at the Cologne summit. The European 
Unionalso opposed Pakistan's violation of the LOC.China, a long-time ally of Pakistan, insisted on a pullout of forces to the 
pre-conflict positions along the LOC and settling border issues peacefully. Other organisations like the ASEAN Regional 
Forum too supported India's stand on the inviolability of the LOC.

❖ Faced with growing international pressure, Sharif managed to pull back the remaining soldiers from Indian territory. The 
joint statement issued by Clinton and Sharif conveyed the need to respect the LOC and resume bilateral talks as the best 
forum to resolve all disputes

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/G8


Gallantry awards

Param Vir Chakra Grenadier Yogendra Singh Yadav 18 Grenadiers

Param Vir Chakra Lieutenant Manoj Kumar Pandey 1/11 Gorkha Rifles

Param Vir Chakra Captain Vikram Batra 13 JAK Rifles

Param Vir Chakra Rifleman Sanjay Kumar 13 JAK Rifles

Mahavir Chakra Captain Anuj Nayyar 17 Jat

Mahavir Chakra Major Rajesh Singh Adhikari 18 Grenadiers

Mahavir Chakra Captain Gurjinder Singh Suri 12 Bihar

Mahavir Chakra Naik Digendra Kumar 2 Rajputana Rifles

Mahavir Chakra Lieutenant Balwan Singh 18 Grenadiers

Mahavir Chakra Naik Imliakum Ao 2 Naga

Mahavir Chakra Captain Keishing Clifford Nongrum 12 JAK LI

Mahavir Chakra Captain Neikezhakuo Kenguruse 2 Rajputana Rifles

Mahavir Chakra Major Padmapani Acharya 2 Rajputana Rifles

Mahavir Chakra Major Sonam Wangchuk Ladakh Scouts

Mahavir Chakra Major Vivek Gupta 2 Rajputana Rifles

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mahavir_Chakra
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mahavir_Chakra


Pakistan

❖Two Pakistani soldiers received the Nishan-e-Haider, Pakistan's 
highest milita

❖Capt. Karnal Sher Khan, 27th Battalion, Sind Regiment: Nishan-e-
Haider (posthumous)

❖Hav. Lalak Jan, Northern Light Infantry: Nishan-e-Haider
(posthumous)



Kargil War Memorial, India

❖The Kargil War memorial, built by the Indian Army, is
located in Dras, in the foothills of the Tololing Hill. The
memorial, located about 5 km from the city centre across the
Tiger Hill, commemorates the martyrs of the Kargil War. A
poem "Pushp Kii Abhilasha" (Wish of a Flower)
by Makhanlal Chaturvedi, a renowned 20th century neo-
romantic Hindi poet, is inscribed on the gateway of the
memorial greets visitors. The names of the soldiers who lost
their lives in the War are inscribed on the Memorial Wall
and can be read by visitors. A museum attached to the Kargil
War Memorial, which was established to celebrate the
victory of 'Operation Vijay', houses pictures of Indian
soldiers, archives of important war documents and
recordings, Pakistani war equipments and gear, and official
emblems of the Army from the Kargil war.

❖A giant national flag, weighing 15 kg was hoisted at the 
Kargil war memorial to commemorate the 13th anniversary 
of India's victory in the war.



Kargil Review Committee

❖Soon after the war the Atal Bihari Vajpayee government set up an inquiry into its causes and to 
analyse perceived Indian intelligence failures. The high-powered committee was chaired by 
eminent strategic affairs analyst K. Subrahmanyam and given powers to interview anyone with 
current or past associations with Indian security, including former Prime Ministers. The 
committee's final report (also referred to as the "Subrahmanyam Report") led to a large-scale 
restructuring of Indian Intelligence] It, however, came in for heavy criticism in the Indian media for 
its perceived avoidance of assigning specific responsibility for failures over detecting the Kargil 
intrusions.

❖The Committee was also embroiled in controversy for indicting Brigadier Surinder Singh of the 
Indian Army for his failure to report enemy intrusions in time, and for his subsequent conduct. 
Many press reports questioned or contradicted this finding and claimed that Singh had in fact 
issued early warnings that were ignored by senior Indian Army commanders and, ultimately, higher 
government functionaries.

❖In a departure from the norm the final report was published and made publicly available. Some 
chapters and all annexures, however, were deemed to contain classified information by the 
government and not released. K. Subrahmanyam later wrote that the annexures contained 
information on the development of India's nuclear weapons program and the roles played by Prime 
Ministers Rajiv Gandhi, P. V. Narasimha Rao and V. P. Singh

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kargil_War
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